
·e von der Personlichkeit im engeren Sinne, sind untrennbar mit·der philosoph.ischen Theorie 
ne, w~er Geschichte und Gesellschaft von der Produktionsweise und den Klassen verbunden. 
::nl3 rhalb der Beziehungen des Mens~hen zur Natur, zur sozialen Wirklichkeit, zu den Kl~ss~n 
u:d ~hren Kiimpfen kann kein einziges Problem der konkreten Personlichkeitsentwicklung nchtlg 

verstanden werden. .. 1. hk · d' d' · E bnisse 
Eine spezielle marxistische philosophische Theorie von der Pers~n 1c e1t, 1e ~e rge . 

der Einzelwissenschaften synthetisiert und wel~anschaulich ye~allgememert, h~t m.E: 1hre Berecht.l
nd ihren Platz nur im System des histonschen Matenahsmus als der phllosph1schen Theone 

~~~~~beiterklasse von der Geschichte und Gesellschaft. Eine.mar~istische phi~os.ophische Anthro-
1 · aul3erhalb und unabhiingig von den Problemen des htstonschen Matenahsm~s schaffen zu 

~~~;~e wiirde darauf hinauslaufen, aus der philosophischen Theorie von. der Gesch1chte und ~~
sellschaft alle die Entwicklung des Menschen ~etreffenden w~~t~n~chauhchen Probleme zu .ehml-

. nd den historischen Materialismus in eme Abart posltlVlStlscher Gesellschaftstheonen zu 
meren ~ ln Der Marxism us bedarf weder einer von der marxistischen Philosophie abges~n~erten 
~e~~:~e: ,~hilosophischen Anthropologie" noch ist es notwendig, den ~istoris~hen Matena~1smus 
· p ·ne Art anthropologische Philosophie" umzuwandeln, a us der phllosoph1schen Theone von 
m e1 " · · h' M h " chen der Geschichte und der Gesellschaft eine Art ,Ph1losop 1e vom ens.c .en. zu rna .. ·. . 

Die Formung von Millionen Menschen zu allseitig entwickelten sqz1ahs~~schen .Personhchkel-
ten ist ein gesellschaftlich wie individuelliiul3erst komplizierter Prozel3. Er grundet s1c~ so~ohl a~f 
die lanmiil3ige Entwicklung der sozialistischen Produkti?nsverhiiltnisse .~nd Pr.oduktlvk.rafte. w1e 

ch auf tiefgehende Veriinderungen in den sozialen Beziehungen. Er grunde~ s1ch auf d1e ~e1tere 
~~rvollkommnung der sozialistischen Demokratie wie auf die gesamte Entw1~klung von .~lldung, 
Wissenschaft und Kultur. Er ist.ebenso durch Vertinderungen in der Lebens~e1se der ~evolkerun~ 
beeinflul3t wie durch das Entwicklungsniveau · d~r Arbeits:. un~ Wo?n~edmgungen m Stadt un 
Land der Dienstleistungen, der materiellen Bedmgungen fur d1e Fre1ze1tgestaltu~g us:v · D~rum 
darf ~erade im wissenschaftlichen Verstiindnis der 13ntwicklung der Menschen kemerle1 Veremfa-
~hnng: des Problems zugelassen werden. 

• 

IS THERE A NEED FOR A NEW, AN ENVIRONMENTAL, E'I1-ilC ·' 

Richard Routley (Australia) 

§ 1. It is increasingly said that civilization, Western civilization at least, stands in need of a new 
ethic (and derivatively of a new economics) setting out people's relations to the natural environ
ment, in Leopold's words 'an ethic dealing with man's relation. to land and to the animals and 
plants which grow upon it' ([ 1], p. 238). It is not of course that old and prevaling ethics do not deal 
with man's relation to nature: they do, and on the prevailing view man is free to deal with nature as 
he pleases, i.e. his relations with nature, insofar at least as they do not affect others, are not subject 
to moral censure. Thus assertions such as 'Crusoe ought not to be mutilating those trees' are 
significant and morally determinate but, inasmuch at least as Crusoe's actions do not interfere with 
others, they are false or do not hold - and trees are not, in a good sense, moral objects. 1 It is to 
this, to the values and evaluations of the prevailing ethics, that Leopold and others in fact take ex
ception. Leopold regards as subject to moral. criticism, as wrong, behaviour that on prevailing 
views is morally permissible. But it is not, as Leopold seems to think, that such behaviour . is 
beyond the scope of the prevailing ethics and that an extension of traditional morality is required 
to cover such cases, to fill a moral void. If Leopold is right in his criticism of prevailing conduct 
what is required is a change in the ethics, in attitudes, values and evaluations. For as matters stand, 
as he himself explains, men do not feel morally ashamed if they interfere with a wilderness, if they 
maltreat the land, extract from it whatever it will yiel,d, and then move on; and such conduct is not 
taken to interfere with and does not rouse the moral indignation of others. 'A farmer who clears the 
woods off a 75% slope,•turns his cows into the clearing,1and:dumps its rainfall, rocks, and soil into 
the community creek, is still (if otherwise decent) a respected member of society.' U 1 ]), p.245) 
Under what we shall call an environmental ethic such traditionally permissible conduct would be 
accounted morally wrong, and the farmer subject to proper fl'!.Oral criticism. 

Let us grant such evaluations for the purpose of the argument. What is not so clear is that a 
new ethic is required even for such radical judgements. For one thing it is none too clear what is 
going to count as a new ethic, much as it is often unclear whether a new development in physics 
counts as a new physics or just as a modification or extension of the old. For, notoriosly, ethics are 
not clearly articulated or at all well worked out, so that the application of identity criteria for ethics 
may remain obscure.2 Furthermore we tend to cluster a family of ethical systems which do not 
differ on core or fundamental principles together as the one ethic; e.g. the Christain ethic, which is 
an umbrella notion covering a cluster of differing and even competing systems. In fact then there 
are two other possibilities, apart from a new environmental ethic, which might cater for the 
evaluations, namely that of an extension of modification of the prevailing ethics or that of the 
development of principles that are already encompassed or latent within the prevailing ethic. The 
secorid possibility, that environmental evaluations can be incorporated within (and ecological 
problems solved within) the framework of prevailing Western ethics, is open because there isn't a 

1 A view occasionally tempered by the idea that trees house spirits 

2 To the consternation .no doubt of Quineans. But the fact is that we can talk perfectly well about inchoate and fragmentary 
systems the identity of which may be indeterminate 
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single ethical system uniquely assumed in Western civilization: on many issues, and especially on· 
controversial issues such as infanticide, women's rights and drugs, there are competing sets of prin
ciples. Talk of a new ethic and prevailing ethics tends to suggest a sort of monolithic structure, a 
uniformity, that prevailing ethics, and even a single ethic, need not have. 

Indeed Passmore (in [2]) has mapped out three important traditions in Western ethical views 
concerning man's relation to nature; a dominant tradition, the despotic position, with man as 
despot (or tyrant), and two lesser traditions, the stewardship position, with man as custodian, and 
the co-operative position with man as perfector. Nor are these the only traditions; primitivism is 
another, and both romanticism and mysticism have influenced Western views. 

The dominant Western view is simply inconsistent with an environmental ethic; for according 
to it nature is the dominion of man and he is free to deal with it as he pleases (since- at least on the 
mainstream Stoic - Augustine view - it exists only for his sake), whereas on an environmental 
ethic man is not so free to do as he pleases. But it is not quite so obvious that an environmental 
ethic cannot be coupled with one of the lesser traditions. Part of the problem is that the lesser 
traditions are by no means adequately characterised anywhere, especially when the religious 
backdrop is removed, e.g. who is man steward for and responsible to? However both traditions are 
inconsistent with an environmental ethic because they imply policies of complete interference, 
whereas on an environmental ethic some worthwhile parts of the earth's surface should be preserv
ed from substantial human interference, whether of the "improving" sort or not. Both traditions 
would in fact prefer to see the earth's land surfaces reshaped along the lines of the tame and com
fortable north-European small farm and village landscape. According to the co-operative position 
man's proper role is to develop, cultivate and perfect nature - all nature eventually - by bringing. 
out its potentialities, the test of perfection being primarily usefulness for human purposes; while on 
the stewardship view man's role, like that of a farm manager, is to make nature productive by his 
efforts though not by means that will deliberately degrade its resources. Although these positions 
both depart from the dominant position in a way which enables the incorporation of some 
evaluations of an environmental ethic, e.g. some of those concerning the irresponsible farmer, they 
do not go far enough: for in the present situation of expanding populations confined to finite 
natural areas, they will lead to, and enjoin, the perfecting, farming and utilizing of all natural areas. 
Indeed these lesser traditions lead to, what a thoroughgoing environmental ethic would reject, a 
principle of total use, implying that every natural area should be cultivated or otherwise used 3 for 
human ends, "humanized". 

As the important Western traditions exclude an environmental ethic, it would appear that 
such an ethic, not primitive, mystical or romantic, would be new alright. The matter is not so 
straightforward; for the dominant ethic has been substantially qualified by the rider that one is riot 
always entitled to do as one pleases where this physically interferes with others. Maybe some such 
proviso was implicit all along (despite evidence to the contrary), and it was simply assumed that 
doing what one pleased with natural items would not affect others (the non-interference assump
tion). Be this as it may, the modified dominant position appears, at least for many thinkers, to have 
supplanted the dominant position; and the modified position can undoubtedly go much further 
towards an environmental ethic. For example, the farmer's polluting of a community stream may 
be ruled immoral on the grounds that it physically interferes with others who use or would use the 
stream. Likewise business enterprises which destroy the natural environment for no satisfactory 
returns or which cause pollution deleterious to the health of future humans, can be criticised on the 
sort of welfare basis (e.g. that of [3]) that blends with the modified position; and so on. The posi
tion may even serve to restrict the sort of family size one is entitled to have since in a finite situa
tion excessive population levels will interfere with future people. Nontheless neither the modified 
dominant position nor its Western variants, obtained by combining it with the lesser traditions, is 
adequate as an environmental ethic, as I shall try to show. A new ethic is wanted. 
§ 2. As we noticed (an) ethic is ambiguous, as between a specific ethical system, a specific ethic, 
and a more generic notion, a super ethic, under which specific ethics cluster.4 An ethical system S 

3 If 'use' is extended, somewhat illicitly, to include use for preservation, this total use principle is rendered inocuous at least 
as regards its actual effects. Note that the total use principle is tied to the resource view of nature 

4A meta-ethic is, as usual, a theory about ethics, super ethics, their features and fundamental notions 
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is, near ~no~gh~ ~ propositional system (i.e. a structured set of propositions) or theory wh1ch in
cludes~ hk~ mdivlduals of a th~ory) a set of val~es and (like postulates of a theory) a set of general 
evaluative JU~gements co~tcernmg conduct, typically of what is obligatory, permissible and wrong, 
of. w~at are nghts, ':hat ~s valued, and so forth. A general or lawlike proposition of a system is a 
pnnciple; and certamly tf syst~ms S1 and S2 contain different principles, then they are different 
systems. It follows that any environmental ethic differs from the important traditional ethics outlin
ed. Moreo~er if environmental ethics differ from Western ethical systems on some core principle 
embedded m Western syst~ms, then th~se systems differ from the Western super ethic (assutping, 
wh~t ~eems to be so, that It can be umquely characterised) - in which case if an environmental 
eth1~ zs needed then a new ethic is wanted. It suffices then to .locate a core principle and to provide 
environmental counter examples to it. 

It is commonly assumed that there are, what amount to, core principles of Western ethical 
systems, principles that will accordingly belong to the super ethic. The fairness principle inscribed 
~n the Golden Rule provides one example. Directly relevant here, as a good stab at a core principle, 
ts the commonly formulated liberal principle of the modified dominance position. A recent for- · 
mulation5 runs as follows ( [3], p. 58): 

'The liberal philosophy of the Western world holds that one should be able to do what he 
wishes, providing (1) that he does not harm others and (2) that he is not likely to harm himself 
irreparably.' 

Let us call this principle basic (human) chauvinism - because under it humans, or people, 
come first and everything else a bad last - though sometimes the principle is hailed as a freedom 
principle because it gives permission to perform a wide range of actions (including actions which 
mess up the environment and natural things) providing they do not harm others. In fact it tends to 
cunningly shift the onus of proof to others. It is worth remarking that harming others in the restric
~ion is narrower than a restriction to the (usual) interests of others; it is not enough that it is in my 
mterests, because I detest you, that you stop breathing; you are free to breathe, for the time being 
anyway, because it does not harm me. There remains a problem however as to exactly what counts 
as harm or interference. Moreover the width of the principle is so far obscure because 'other' may 
be fill~d. out in significantly different ways: it makes a difference to the e~tent, and privilege, of the 
chauvmtsm whether 'other' expands to 'other human'- which is too restrictive --or to 'other'per
son' or to 'other' sentient being'; and it makes a difference to the adequacy of the principle and in
versely to its economic applicability, to which class of others it is intended to apply, whether to 
future as well as to present others, .whether to remote future others or only to non-discountable 
future others, a~d. whether to possible others. Tlre latter would make the principle completely un
workable, and It 1s generally assumed that it applies at most to present and future others. 

It is taken for granted in designing counter examples to basic chauvinist principles, that a 
semantical analysis of permissibility and obligation statements stretches out over ideal situations 
(which may be incomplete or even inconsistent), so that what is permissible holds in some ideal 
s~tuat~on, what is obl.igato.ry in every ideal situation, and what is wrong is excluded in every ideal 
~ltUatlon: But the.mam pomt to grasp for the counter examples that follow, is that ethical principles 
I~ correct are umversal and are assessed over the class of ideal situations. 
(I) The las.t ma~ e~an:ple. The last man (or person) surviving the collapse of the world system 
lays ~bout h1m, ehmmatmg, ~s far as he can, every living thing, animal or plant (but painlessly if 
you hke, a~ at the best abattOirs). What he does is quite permissible according to basic chauvinism, 
but on environmental grounds what he does is wrong. Moreover one does not have to be commit
t~d to e~ot~ric values to regard M~. Last Man as behaving badly (the reason being perhaps that ra
dt~al t?mkmg and val~es have shtfted in an environmental direction in advance of corresponding 
s~Ifts m the formulatiOn of fundamental evaluative principles). 
(u) The last people example. The last man example can be broadened to the last people example. 
We can assume that they know they are the last people, e.g. because they are aware that radiation 
effects h.a~~ blocked any chance of reproduction. One considers the last people in order to rule out 
the pos~Ibthty that what these people do harms or somehow physically interferes with later people. 
Otherwise one could as well consider science fiction cases where ·people arrive at a new planet and 

5 
A related principle is that (modified) free enterprise can operate within :;imilar limits 
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destroy its ecosystems, whether with good intentions sue~ ~s pe~fecting the planet f~r their ends 
and making it more fruitful or, forgetting the lesser traditions, JUst for the hell of It. 

Let us assume that the last people are very numerous. They humanely exterminate every wild 
animal and they eliminate the fish of the seas, they put all arable land under intensive cultivation, 
and all remaining forests disappear in favour of quarries or plantations, and so on. They may give 
various familiar reasons for this, e.g. they believe it is the way to salvation or to perfection~ or they 
are simply satisfying reasonable needs, or even that it is needed to keep the last people employed or 
occupied so that they do not worry too much about their impending extinctions. On an en
vironmental ethic the last people have behaved badly; they have simplified and largely destroyed 
all the natural ecosystems, and with their demise the world will soon be an ugly and largely wreck
ed place. But this conduct may conform with the basic chauvinist principle, and as well with the 
principles enjoined ·by the lesser traditions. Indeed the main point of elaborating this example is 
because, as the last man example reveals, basic chauvinism may conflict with stewardship or co
operation principles. The conflict may be removed it seems by conjoining a further proviso to the 
basic principle, to the effect (3) that he does not wilfully destroy natural resources. But as the last 
people do not destroy resources wilfully, but perhaps "for the best of reasons", the variant is still 
environmentally inadequate. 
(iii) The great entrepreneur example. The last man example can be adjusted so as to not fall foul 
of clause (3). The last man is an industrialist; he runs a giant complex of automated factories and 
farms which he proceeds to extend. He produces automobiles among other things, from renewable 
and recyclable resources of course, only he dumps and recycles these shortly after manufacture 
and sale to a dummy buyer instead of putting them on the road for ·a short time as we do. Of 
course he has the best of reasons for his activity, e.g. he is increasing gross world product, or he is 
improving output to fulfil some plan, and he will be increasing his own and general welfare since he 
much prefers increased output and productivity. The entrepreneur's behaviour is on the Western 
ethic quite permissible; indeed his conduct is commonly thought to be quite fine and may even 
meet Pareto optimality requirements given prevailing notions of being "better off'. 

Just as we can extend the last man example to a class of last people, so we can extend this ex
ample to the industrial society example: the society looks rather like ours. 
(iv) The vanishing species example. Consider the blue whale, a mixed good on the economic pic

ture. The blue whale is on the verge of extinction because of his qualities as a private good, as a 
source of valuable oil and meat. The catching and marketing of blue whales does not harm the 
whalers; it does not harm or physically interfere with others in any good sense, though it may up
set them and they may be prepared to compensate the whalers if they desist; nor need whale hun
ting be wilful destruction. (Slightly different examples which eliminate the hunting aspect of the 
blue whale example are provided by cases where a species is eliminated or threatened through 
destruction of its habitat by man's activity or the activities of animals he has introduced, e.g. many 
plains-dwelling Australian marsupials and the Arabian oryx.) The qehaviour of the whalers in 
eliminating this magnificent species of whale is accqrdingly quite permissible-at least according to 
basic chauvinism. But on an environmental ethic it is not. However the free-market mechanism will 
not cease allocating whalers to commercial uses, as a satisfactory environmental economics 
would; instead the market model will grind inexorably 6 along the private demand curve until the 
blue whale population is no longer viable-if that point has not already been passed. 

In sum, the class of permissible actions that rebound on the environment is more narrowly 
circumscribed on an environmental ethic than it is in the Western super ethic. But aren't en
vironmentalists going too far in claiming that these people, those of the examples and respe~ted in
dustrialists, fishermen and farmers are behaving, when engaging in environmentally degrad~ng ac
tivities of the sort described, in a morally impermissible way? No, what these people do .Is to a 
greater or lesser extent evil, and hence in serious cases morally impermissible. For exampl.e, mso~ar 
as the killing or forced displacement of primitive peoples who stand in the way of an mdustr.~al 
development is morally indefensible and impermissible, so also is .the slau~h~er of the las~ remam
ing blue whales for private profit. But how to reformulate basic chauvimsm as a satisfactory 

6 For the tragedy-of-the-commons type reasons well explained in [3] 
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freedom principle is a more difficult matter. A tentative, but none too adequate beginning might be 
made by extending (2) to include harm to or interference with others who would be so ~ffected by, 
the action in question were they placed in the environment and (3) to exclude specieside. It may be 
preferable, in view of the way the freedom principle sets the onus of proof, simply to scrap it 
altogether, and instead to specify classes of rights and permissible conduct,. as in a bill of rights. 
§ 3. A radical change in a teory sometimes forces changes in the meta-theory; e.g. a logic wh.ich 
rejects the Reference Theory in a thoroughgoing way requires a modification of the usual meta-. 
theory which also accepts the Reference Theory and indeed which· is tailored to cater only for 
logics which do ccmform. A somewhat similar phenomena seems to occur in the case of a 
meta-ethic adequate for an environmental ethic. Quite apart from introducing several environmen
tally important notions, such as conservation, pollution, grow_th and preservation, for meta-ethical 
analysis, an environmental ethic compels re-examination and modified analyses . of such 
characteristic actions as natural right, ground of right, and of the relations of obligation and per
missibility to rights; it may well require re-assessment of traditional analyses of such notions as 
value and right, especially where these are based on chauvinist assumptions; and it forces the rejec
tion of many of the more prominent -meta-ethical positions. These points are illustrated by a very 
brief examination of accounts of natural right and then by a sketch of the species bias of some 
major positions. 7 

Hart (in [5]) accepts,. subject to defeating conditions which are here irrelevant, the classical 
doctrine of natural rights according to which, among other things, 'any adult human ... capable of 
choice is at liberty to do (i.e. is under no obligation to abstain from) any action which is not one 
coercing or restraining or designed to injure other persons'. But this sufficient condition for a 
human natural right depends on accepting the very human chauvinist principle an environmental 
ethic rejects, since if a person has a natural right he has a right; so too the definition of a natural 
right adopted by classical th<';orists and accepted with minor qualifications by Hart presupposes 
the same defective principle. Accordingly an environmental ethic would have to amend the 
classical notion of a natural right, a far from straight forward matter now that human rights with 
respect to animals and the. natural environment are, like those with respect to slaves not all that 
long ago, undergoing major re-evaluation. 

An environmental ethic does not commit one to the view that natural objects such as trees 
have rights (though such a view is occasionally held, e.g. by pantheists. But pantheism is false since 
artefacts are not alive). For moral prohibitions forbidding certain actions with respect to an object 
do not award that object a correlative right. That it would be wrong to mutilate a given tree or 
piece of property does not entail that the tree or piece of property has a correlative right not to be 
mutilated (without seriously stretching the notion of a right). Environmental views can stick with 
mainstream theses according to which rights are coupled with corresponding responsibilities and 
so with bearing obligations, and with corresponding interests and concern; i.e., at least, whatever 
has a right also has responsibilities and therefore obligations, and whatever has a right has in
terests. Thus although any person may have a right by no means every living thing can 
(significantly) have rights, and arguably most sentient objects other than persons cannot have 
rights. But persons can relate morally, through obligations, prohibitions and so forth, to practically 
anything at all. 

The species bias of certain ethical: and economic positions which aim to make principles of 
conduct or reasonable economic behaviour calculable is easily brought out. These positions 
typically employ a single criterion p, such as preference or happiness, as a summum bonum; 
characteristically each individual of some base class, almost always humans, but perhaps including 
future humans, is supposed to have an ordinal pranking of the states in question (e.g. of affairs, of 
the economy); then some principle is supplied to determine a collective p ranking of these states in 
terms of individual prankings, and what is best or ought to be done is determined either directly, as 
in act -utilitarianism under the Greatest Happiness principle, or indirectly, as in rule-utilitarianism, 
in terms of some optimization principle applied to the collective ranking. The species bias is 
transparent from the selection of the base class. And even if the base class is extended to embr~ce 
persons, or even some animals (at the cost, like that of including remotely future humans, of losmg 

'1 Some of these points are developed by those protesting about human maltreatment of animals; see especially the essays 
collected in [4] 
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testability), the positions are open to familiar criticism, namely that..the whole of the base class may 
be prejudiced in a way which leads to unjust principles. For example if every memger of the base 
class detests dingoes, on the basis of mistaken data as to dingoes' behaviour, then by the Pareto 
ranking test the collective ranking will rank states where dingoes are exterminated very highly, 
from which it will generally be concluded that dingoes ought to be exterminated (the evaluation of 
most Australian farmers anyway). Likewise it would just be a happy accident, it seems, if collective 
demand (horizontally summed from individual demand) for a state of the economy· with blue 
whales as a mixed good, were to succeed in outweighing private whaling demands; for if no one in 
the base class happened to know that blue whales exist or cared a jot that they do then 
"rational" economic decision-making would do nothing to prevent their extinction. Whether the 
blue whale survives should not have to depend on what humans know or what they see on televi
sion. Human inte'i'ests and preferences are far too parochial to provide ·a satisfactory basis for 
deciding on what is environmentally desirable. 

These ethical and economic theories are not alone in their species chauvinism; much the 
same applies to most going meta-ethical theories which, unlike intuitionistic theories, try to offer 
some rationale for their basic principles. For instance, on social contract positions obligations are a 
matter of mutual agreements between individuals of the base class; on a social justice picture rights 
and obligations spring from the application of symmetrical fairness principles to members of the 
base class, usually a rather special class of persons, while on a Kantian position which has some 
vague obligations somehow arise from respect for members of the base class, persons. In each case 
if members of the base class happen to be ill-disposed to items outside the base class then that is 
too bad for them: that is (rough) justice. 
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LES BASES PHILOSOPHIQUES DE LA CULTURE MORALE 

Vojan Rus (Yougoslavie) 

La reflexion philosophique ·sur la culture morale ne se pose pas, ici, un devoir trap ample (il 
ne s'agit evidemment pas de dire tout sur ce sujet). ·11 ne s'agit que de soumettre ala reflexion, une 
fois de plus, quelques bases de l'ethique et de la morale en les confrontant avec la situation actuelle· 
de l'humanite. 

Une telle conforontation est necessaire, si la philosophie desire collaborer d'une fayon opti
mum au changement de la situation actuelle, et si elle ne veut pas !'accepter. 

La morale est une composante essentielle de la situation de l'humanite dans l'epoque actuelle. 
Mais c'est justement la morale (et non pas Ia technique) qui se presente, en tant que compos ante de 
cete situation - comme la plus grande deficience et le majeur probleme actuel. Cet aspect de la 
situation de l'homme.a deja ete exprime par de nombreuxphilosophesdel'existence non-profession
nels, et pourtant remarquables, p. ex. par Nehru, de cette fayon: l'homme a, du point de vue de la 
technique, atteint aux etoiles, sans avoir, cependant, aucunement cultive les rapports entre les 
hommes. Et c'est pour cette raison que Ia culture morale-sociale est restee loin derriere Ia techni-
que. · 

11 s'ensuit que c'est justement la morale nouvelle qui est la clef pour le role optimum de 
l'homme dans tous les autres domaines de Ia societe cultivee, pour un rapport reciproque plus 
humain entre Ia culture sociale et celle techniqu,e, entre la culture spirituelle et celle materielle et 
semblables. 

La philosophie de Ia morale (ou l'ethique) cependant collaborera d'une fayon plus active a !'e
dification d'une culture morale contemporaine si elle soumet a la reflexion aussi les deux questions 
fondamentales: 

- qu'est-ce que Ia morale? 
- quel est le rapport entre Ia morale, l'homme et le monde? 

I. 

La morale est Ia creation des valeurs dans le rapport entre les hommes, le transfer! de ces 
valeurs d'un homme a !'autre, et Ia production sociale et consciente de ces valeurs. 

Plus la production de ces valeurs est consciente et plus son effet est social, plus cette activite 
est morale. 

· Une telle definition de la morale -la creation de valeurs humaines dans les rapports sociaux-
a des consequences importantes dans la cultivation actuelle· de la morale, comme il est demontre 
par !'analyse de la creation monile. . 

La loi de cette creation particuliere est necessairement que l'embryon d'une nouvelle valeur 
sociale apparait prealablement comme conception, que cette conception a ete provoquee par une 
situation sociale objective et critique, que cette necessite objective ait refracte une disposition 
morale subjective (besoin morale) et que cette conception se realise par une activite humaine speci
fique qui, a l'aide aussi de la sensibilite, transmet les valeurs d'un homme a l'autre (et, evidemment, 
aussi mutuellement). 
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